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We present a theoretical analysis of surface-enhanced Raman scattering and fluorescence emission from
chromophoric molecules located at electromagnetic ‘hot spots’ in nanoparticle aggregates. The model
combines classical electrodynamic enhancement effects with molecular quantum dynamics and allows us
to quantify various molecular cross-sections and spectral properties. For a model molecule that simulates
rhodamine 6G, we find that an electromagnetic Raman enhancement of the order of 1010 results in
an effective Raman cross-section of the order of 10−14 cm2, in agreement with single-molecule Raman
measurements. Copyright  2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

Soon after the discovery of surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering (SERS),1 Moskovits2 put forward an interpretation
of the phenomenon in terms of electromagnetic resonances
in noble metal nanostructures. This paved the way for the
‘electromagnetic SERS theory’, which has since been the
subject of numerous studies and is now generally accepted,
in several variants, as the fundamental basis for the surface-
enhancement effect. The electromagnetic resonances of inter-
est, now often called localized surface plasmons (LSPs),
involve collective conduction electron excitations in isolated
or electromagnetically coupled metal nanostructures, which
can be particles, rods, cavities, surface protrusions, etc. The
resonances are closely related to surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) at flat surfaces,3 e.g. LSPs can often be interpreted in
terms of coupled standing SPP waves. Hence SERS is an inte-
gral part of the emerging field of ‘plasmonics’ (for a recent
review of some aspects, see Ref. 4), which involves applica-
tions and phenomena as diverse as enhanced transmission5

and fluorescence resonance energy transfer6 in thin metal
films, surface plasmon resonance biosensing,7 photodynamic
therapy using plasmonic nanoshells8 and optical transmis-
sion lines based on nanoparticles.9
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In 1997, Nie and Emory10 and, independently, Kneipp
et al.11 reported on the observation of single molecules
using SERS. The enhancement factors estimated from these
measurements, of the order of 1015, were much higher
than previously known, which once again raised questions
regarding the fundamental mechanism(s) behind SERS. In
this paper, we outline a theory of SERS from resonant
molecules located in the gap between metal nanoparticles, a
configuration which we argue provides the most reasonable
interpretation of single-molecule SERS. The model unites
aspects of both the electromagnetic enhancement and
the molecular dynamics, and includes both Raman and
fluorescence processes. A detailed account of the model
can be found in Refs. 12 and 13. The main message
is that the calculated absolute Raman cross-section is in
good agreement with experiment and, therefore, that no
additional processes beyond the established electromagnetic
enhancement mechanism need to be invoked in order to
explain single-molecule SERS from resonant molecules.

FIELD ENHANCEMENT

The electromagnetic field that accompanies the resonant
electron motion in a plasmonic system is in general of
near-field (evanescent) character and, because of the spatial
confinement, enhanced compared with the excitation field
by a factor M�ω�. Although it is extremely difficult to
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directly measure this factor, various types of electrodynamic
calculations regularly produce values up to 103. However,
the magnitude of the field enhancement factor at a given
optical frequency ω, at a given point in space and at a
particular illumination configuration depends crucially on
the composition, size, shape and arrangement of the metal
nanostructure, and such high values are only expected
under special circumstances. In particular, ultra-high field
enhancement factors generally require the concerted action
of an electrostatic contribution, such as the ‘lightning rod
effect’,14 and an LSP resonance excitation. This is also the
case for gaps in nanoparticle aggregates, on which we
focus below. A molecule situated in such a ‘hot spot’ thus
experiences an excitation intensity that is enhanced by a
factor jM�ω�j2 compared with the incident intensity. Also,
the far field radiated by the molecule is enhanced by the
factor M�ω�, where ω now denotes the emission frequency,
which means that the overall Raman enhancement factor is
proportional to jMj4. Moreover, the spontaneous emission
rate and the damping of molecular excitations, because
of losses to the metal particles, for example by creation
of electron–hole pairs, are enhanced, in this case by a
factor jMd�ω�j2. The factors M�ω� and Md�ω� are similar in
magnitude unless the molecule–particle separation is small
(a few nanometers or less), in which case Md�ω� becomes
considerably larger than M�ω�.

In Fig. 1, we show an electrodynamic calculation of the
spatial distribution of the intensity enhancement, based on
extended Mie theory,15,16 for an aggregate composed of

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the intensity enhancement
factor jM�ω�j2, displayed on a logarithmic scale, in a plane
through the centers of three dissimilar Ag spheres
(R1 D 40 nm, R2 D 30 nm, R3 D 20 nm) in air at an illumination
wavelength of � D 508 nm, corresponding to an photon energy
of h̄ω D 2.44 eV, for vertical polarization to the left and
horizontal polarization to the right. The surface-to-surface
distances are 2d D 10 Å for all three gaps and the incident
wavevector is perpendicular to the plane of the figure.

three silver nanospheres of different radii. The calculation
illustrates the existence of several ‘hot spots’ at various
locations within the nanosphere aggregate, and also the
presence of ‘cold’ regions, where the field is excluded and
the enhancement is below unity. The main ‘hot spot’ is
located in the gap between the two largest Ag spheres,
where the intensity enhancement reaches a value of ¾5 ð 105

for the transverse polarization configuration. However, if the
incident polarization is turned 90°, the enhancement drops by
several orders of magnitude at this site, but in turn increases
at the two other gap postions. This dramatic polarization
dependence is largely in accord with recent experiments on
isolated nanoparticle aggregates.17,18

In Fig. 2, we show the intensity enhancement spectrum
jM�ω�j2 for the midpoints in the three gaps in the aggregate.
The pronounced peaks in the energy dependence are due
to various ‘hybridized’ LSP excitations, built up through
combinations of the fundamental single-sphere multipolar
resonances. It should be noted that the calculation takes
into account multipoles up to order 20, and that a model
based only on dipoles is an extremely poor representation
of the full calculation. The main reason for this is that
the enhancement in the gap regions includes a dominant
electrostatic contribution.19 For a dimer system composed

Figure 2. Intensity enhancement spectra jM�ω�j2 at the
midpoints of the three gaps A (solid line), B (dashed line) and C
(dotted line), as indicated in the inset, for the three-sphere
system shown in Fig. 1. The calculations include multipoles up
to order L D 20, which is close to convergence.
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of two spheres with radii Ri and Rj, and for an incident
polarization parallel to the dimer axis, the electrostatic
intensity enhancement scales as M D 1 C �Ri C Rj�/2d, where
2d is the gap size.

INCLUDING MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

The most important ingredients of our molecular model
are illustrated in Fig. 3. The molecule, which is placed at
the midpoint between two Ag spheres, has two electronic
levels differing in energy by h̄�ge and a vibrational mode
with energy quantum h̄�vib and damping rate �vib, which
determine the wavenumber and linewidth, respectively. We
include a number of vibrational levels per electronic level
in the model. The electron–vibration coupling that makes
Raman scattering possible is included via a Franck–Condon
mechanism; the equilibrium position of the vibrational mode
is displaced a distance x0 upon electronic excitation. The
strength of the electron-vibration coupling is described by
the dimensionless parameter

˛ D x0√
2h̄

µ�vib

�1�

where � is the reduced mass associated with the vibrational
degree of freedom. The absorption spectrum and the Raman
scattering profile for the model molecule in free space (hence
without enhancement effects), calculated using lowest order
perturbation theory, are shown in Fig. 4. We chose parameter
values to obtain an absorption spectrum similar to that of
rhodamine 6G (R6G), a highly fluorescent molecule that
is often studied in single-molecule SERS experiments. The
experimental absorption spectrum for R6G is also shown

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the molecule model and the
processes leading to fluorescence (marked F, involving a real
transition from the upper to the lower electronic state) and
Raman scattering (marked R), which involves an intermediate,
virtual state.
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Figure 4. Calculated absorption spectrum and Raman
excitation profile (total Raman cross-section as a function of
incident laser photon energy) for the model molecule in free
space. In addition, the experimental absorption spectrum for
the R6G molecule is shown. Absorption spectra were
calculated for a few different dephasing rates �ph; as can be
seen, the choice �ph D 1.3 ð 1014 s�1 gives the best
agreement with experiment and was used when calculating the
Raman profile. The other parameters entering the model are
the dipole length ldip D 1.2 Å, the Franck–Condon parameter
˛ D 0.5, h̄�ge D 2.35 eV and h̄�vib D 160 meV ³ 1300 cm�1.

in Fig. 4. In order to achieve close agreement between
the model spectrum and the experimental spectrum, a
phenomenological dephasing rate �ph was included in the
model.12,13 In simple terms, it accounts for the broadening
of resonances in the real molecule, which has many more
degrees of freedom than our model molecule. Figure 4 also
illustrates the effects that a variation of �ph has on the
absorption spectrum.

To calculate the molecule’s fluorescence and Raman
scattering cross-section � per unit photon energy h̄ω and
unit solid angle �, we need to evaluate a dipole–dipole
correlation function for the molecule’s dipole moment p�t�:

d2�

d�d�h̄ω�
D ω4jM�ω�j2

Iin8	3c3ε0h̄
Re

∫ 1

0
eiωthp����0�p�C��t�idt �2�

where the factor jM�ω�j2 is due to the enhanced radiation
emission rate and Iin is the intensity of the incident laser
light.

The dipole–dipole correlation function in general
includes contributions to the emitted light due to both real
transitions from the excited electronic level (fluorescence)
and an oscillating dipole moment (Rayleigh and Raman scat-
tering). To handle all these aspects in a general way, we
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Figure 5. (a) Calculated Raman and fluorescence spectra for
an R6G-like model molecule placed symmetrically between
two Ag nanoparticles with radius 40 nm. The different curves
were calculated with different molecule–particle separations as
indicated. The laser photon energy h̄�L D 2.45 eV,
�ph D 1.3 ð 1014 s�1 and the other parameter values are the
same as used in Fig. 4. The spectra show a broad fluorescence
background with narrow peaks from Rayleigh scattering (at
h̄ω D h̄�L) and Raman scattering (peaks red shifted with
respect to h̄�L by multiples of the vibrational quantum).
(b) Spectra calculated in a similar way and with the same
parameter values as in (a), but here the molecule–particle
separation is always d D 5 Å, i.e. the gap distance is 1 nm,
whereas the laser photon energy is varied as indicated.

use density-matrix methods to evaluate the scattering cross-
section. Figure 5 gives some examples of how such spectra

can look. The spectra in Fig. 5(a) were calculated with a
given set of parameter values (those used in Fig. 4) and
fixed laser photon energy, 2.45 eV. The separation between
the molecule and the nanoparticles, and thereby the field
enhancement factors M�ω� and Md�ω�, are varied. For the
smallest d, we obtain a large M�ω� and the Raman cross-
section, which approximately scales as jM�ω�j4 as discussed
above, produces prominent sharp peaks rising above the flu-
orescence background. With increasing d the enhancement
diminishes and the Raman scattering decreases very rapidly.
At d D 16 Å, it is very difficult to resolve the Raman peak.
The fluorescence cross-section is also dependent on the elec-
tromagnetic enhancement and decreases with increasing d.
However, this tendency is not as strong as for the Raman
signal. The cross-section in this case scales approximately
as jMj4/jMdj2. Here a factor jM�ω�j2 is due to the enhanced
emission rate, and the remaining factor jMj2/jMdj2 indicates
how the population of the excited electron state depends on
the enhancement; the population is set by the ratio between
the excitation rate from the ground state, proportional to
jM�ω�j2, and the decay rate back, proportional to jMd�ω�j2.
For the smallest d studied here, jMd�ω�j2 grows sufficiently
fast due to dissipation processes in the particles that the
fluorescence cross-section even begins to decrease. At the
same time we note that this fluorescence ‘quenching’ is not
as marked as in many experiments. This may indicate that
processes not included in our model also are instrumental in
reducing the fluorescence yield. However, calculations for a
single sphere demonstrate a dramatic reduction in fluores-
cence yield, but in that case the Raman signal is far too low
to allow for single molecule sensitivity (see Ref. 13).

Figure 5(b) shows how the combined Raman and fluo-
rescence spectrum varies with incident laser frequency and
illustrates the resonant nature of the Raman process, i.e. the
fact that we are dealing with surface-enhanced resonance
Raman scattering (SERRS).

CONCLUSIONS

The main advantage of the theoretical treatment outlined
above is that it allows one to calculate absolute cross-sections
and spectra. The energy integrated fluorescence cross-section
of the free model molecule is ¾10�16 cm2 according to the
calculation, which is close to the experimental value for many
fluorophores. The absorption cross-section is of a similar
magnitude, i.e. the fluorescence quantum efficiency is close
to unity. However, the integrated SERS cross-section is at
least two orders of magnitude higher than the fluorescence
cross-section of the free model molecule and thus ¾15 orders
of magnitude higher than a ‘typical’ Raman cross-section
of a non-resonant molecule (�R ³ 10�29 cm2). However, this
does not mean that the surface enhancement is 15 orders of
magnitude. In order to obtain the true Raman enhancement
factor, we have to compare with the resonant Raman cross-
section of the free molecule. This value is very difficult
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to obtain experimentally, because of the overwhelming
fluorescence background, but it is accessible in the model
calculation. Figure 4 shows that the relevant number is of
the order �R ³ 10�23 cm2, which means that the true Raman
enhancement factor is ¾1010. This value originates from the
classical electrodynamic Raman enhancement jMj4 at the
‘hot spot’ in the gap between the nanoparticles in Fig. 3.
Hence no additional enhancement mechanisms beyond the
‘electromagnetic SERS theory’ are needed in order to explain
quantitatively the enormous Raman signals observed in
single-molecule SERRS experiments.
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